Manawari
STAFF ABORIGINAL CULTURAL SAFETY TRAINING

Manawari – Dharug language meaning ‘discover new knowledge’

What does Manawari look like?

The Manawari Staff Aboriginal Cultural Safety Training is delivered by Aboriginal presenters in a mixed-mode form including interactive face-to-face delivery and online learning. The following modules are included:

Module 1 – Welcome to Country and Introduction (online)
Module 2 – Walk through Country: Dreaming, Language, Country (online)
Module 3 – Invasion/Colonisation (online)
Module 4 – Black Lives Matter (online)
Module 5 – Working with Aboriginal people and Communities (online)
Module 6 – Walking together (online) and discussion (interactive)

This micro-credential will contribute to:

• the ability to contribute to societal change management impacting on the development of strengths-based attitudes and societies free of racism and discrimination
• participants’ professional development as well as awareness and contribution to social justice
• the development of productive, respectful and reciprocal communications and relationships with Aboriginal communities
• inspiring collaborative social leadership transforming the challenges faced by Aboriginal peoples and celebrating success
• continuous development of self-reflectiveness and awareness in relation to individual attitudes, values, norms and beliefs
• the development of intercultural understandings of Aboriginal knowledges, cultures, histories and contemporary realities and perspectives.

Register now:
Visit here https://it-mqu.formstack.com/forms/manawari_rego to complete the registration form or contact manawaristaff@mq.edu.au

Artwork: Circles of Earth by Liz Belanjee Cameron – a representation of Dharug lands surrounding the Hawkesbury River area. The colours depict the weathered sandstone that is often referred to as ‘yellow earth’.
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